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FIREFLY TRAIL
(0.68 mile, easy)

SALAMANDER TRAIL
(0.94 mile, moderate)

BARRED OWL TRAIL
(0.82 mile, moderate)

MAYAPPLE TRAIL
(0.42 mile, easy)

BLUE STEM TRAIL
(0.46 mile, easy)

BEAVER TRAIL
(0.65 mile, easy)

WOODPECKER TRAIL
(1.6 miles, moderate)
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Easy hiking on this trail takes you through open fields 
and young woods. The fields have big sky views and 
consistent wind currents, perfect habitat for birds and 
butterflies. Throughout summer months, be on the lookout 
for monarchs. A dusk hike in late June or early July will 
provide the perfect opportunity to encounter fireflies.

Our Trail Rules adhere to and promote healthy conservation 
ethics. They are based on a respect for nature and other visitors, 
and are supported by scientific research. Our efforts to preserve 
the ecology of this unique place are for you and for the next 
generation. Enjoy your time outdoors responsibly and with 
minimal impact.

To protect our land
1. Remain on designated trails to protect woodland habitat and 

prevent erosion to vulnerable hillsides. (Off-trail activity is 
prohibited.)

2. Trails are reserved for foot traffic only.
3. Walk in groups of 12 or fewer. Run in groups of 6 or fewer.
4. Do not litter. Pack it in, pack it out.
5. Tree climbing is not allowed. Trees are habitat for mammals, 

insects and birds.
6. Flower picking is not allowed. Flowers should remain  

for everyone’s enjoyment!
7. Specimen, rock or fossil collecting is not allowed. Observe  

the treasures around you.
8. Hunting is not allowed.

To protect our water
9. Remain on stepping stones to protect aquatic habitat and 

prevent erosion to pond edges and stream banks.
10. Wading and fishing are not allowed.
11. Stream exploration is permitted on trail path only.
12. Feeding waterfowl and other wildlife is prohibited.

To protect your experience
13. Children 14 and younger must be accompanied by an adult.
14. Weapons, including concealed firearms, are prohibited  

on our premises.
15. Smoking, including e-cigarettes and all other smoking  

devices,  is prohibited. Welcome to a smoke-free  
environment! 

Dog Rules
While many nature centers do not allow dogs, we welcome  
them. We hope that our members help protect that privilege  
by following our Dog Rules. These rules are in place to keep  
our members, wildlife and pets safe.

1. Register your dog by calling Rowe Woods Gatehouse  
at (513) 965-4245.

2. Dogs must be leashed and under control at all times.  
Six-foot leash rules apply to the entire property at all times.

3. Keep your dog on the path provided. Dogs are prohibited 
from wading or swimming.

4. Prevent contact between your dog and other guests.
5. Clean up after your dog AND carry the bag to the nearest 

garbage can.
6. Dogs are not permitted inside Nature Center buildings.

If you see a dog off-leash, out of control or in distress,  
call Visitor Services at (513) 831-1711 or (513) 965-4245.

Cincinnati Nature Center reserves the right to apply penalties  
or revoke a membership if a person does not follow the rules  
we have put in place. In such case, no refund will be issued.

TRAIL RULES AND 
CONSERVATION ETHICS

TRAIL 
DESCRIPTIONS

FIREFLY TRAIL (0.68 mile, easy)

SALAMANDER TRAIL (0.94 mile, moderate)

BARRED OWL TRAIL (0.82 mile, moderate)

WOODPECKER TRAIL (1.6 miles, moderate)

BLUE STEM TRAIL (0.46 mile, easy)

BEAVER TRAIL (0.65 mile, easy)

MAYAPPLE TRAIL (0.42 mile, easy)

This is a dynamic trail with four creek crossings and 
unique geological features. Don’t miss a stop at the 
Overlook where you can view the beautiful confluence of 
Long Branch and O’Bannon Creeks. From there, the trail 
descends to Long Branch Creek where it remains cool 
during the hottest days of summer.

Wind through varied habitat and enjoy a nice view of 
O’Bannon Creek. This trail boasts butterflies and insects  
of all sorts, much attracted to milkweed in the summer 
and goldenrod and asters in the fall. Take the side route  
to the Bird Blind overlooking McCarthy Pond and catch  
a glimpse of waterfowl and other birds.

Prairie, young woods, old growth forest, streams and 
moderate hills can all be discovered along this trail. The 
variety of habitat provides abundant and diverse wildlife 
sightings. Keep an eye out for old fences, remnants of a 
time past when the land was farmed or pastured. Enjoy 
the view overlooking O’Bannon Creek, where woodland 
wildflowers teem in springtime.

This trail is short and sweet, family and dog-friendly. It 
offers easy walking through a fully restored native prairie 
area. An abundance of native wildflowers in the summer 
and goldenrod in the fall attract numerous pollinators and 
birds to this area.

Keep an eye out for bright white, freshly chewed sticks—
this is beaver territory! This path skirts along the edge of 
O’Bannon Creek and old pasture, hearkening days when 
the land was a working cattle farm. If you are lucky, you 
may catch a glimpse of a beaver active around dusk. 
In warmer months, you’ll see bluebirds and butterflies 
fluttering in the field.

Meander along this pleasant path and take note of the 
trees typical of a young forest—Box Elder, Black Locust 
and Sugar Maple. Mid-trail, you’ll find yourself elevated, 
looking down on Long Branch Creek. See if you can 
spot hikers below on Salamander Trail. In spring and 
summertime, take time to observe large colonies of 
umbrella-like mayapple on the forest floor.

Long Branch Farm & Trails (members only), 6926 Gaynor Road, Goshen, OH 45122 
Rowe Woods, 4949 Tealtown Road, Milford, OH 45150 • (513) 831-1711

Grounds Hours: Our opening and closing hours change monthly.  
Visit www.CincyNature.org for the current hours. For your safety,  

you must exit the grounds at closing time.
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Help conserve trail maps by returning  

your gently used map to the kiosk.
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